Reading from the Margins source for the self-recognition and social closure" (Stray 1998: 29) for the upper and middle classes.
Yearsley was forced to "learn" much of her classics by from looking at prints in shop windows, staring hungrily at the knowledge from which she was formally excluded. But in her 1786 reply to her critic -To Ignorance, Occasioned by a Gentleman's desiring the Author never to assume a Knowledge of the Ancients-she exuded contempt for those who tried to wall off classics as an elite subject by presenting the heroes and authors of the classical past reborn as broken-down english laborers now forced to work for their daily bread. in effect, she transferred them from the elite world into the one which she herself inhabited, erasing the distance between these writers and herselfand opening up a chasm between them and the very class that laid claim to them as their heritage. in Homerides (1716), Thomas Burnet and George duckett warned that thanks to Pope's translation, "every country milkmaid may understand the iliad as well as you or i"; Yearsley proved that that might be true of other latin and Greek classics as well, something which no doubt would have equally horrified those gentlemen.
reading the history of my own discipline is sometimes a frustrating experience, as it privileges certain traditions, often erasing or ignoring those outside the male elite-even aristocratic women who wrote in latin remain "buried in oblivion" (Stevenson 2005: 1) . Yet Yearsley shows the possibility of writing an alternative history, one that looks not at readings generated from the center, but from the margins of society-a project which i hope my research on her and authors like her will be a part of. 
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